PHYSICAL LABORATORY NOTE-BOOKS

Students desiring to obtain their physical laboratory note-books are requested to call for them at once in Room 16, Walker.

All books remaining unclaimed after November 1st will be confiscated. H. M. Goodwin.

ANNOUNCEMENT
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Juniors Easily Beat Freshman Eleven

Upper Classmen Are Not Checked By Weak Freshman Line.-

Scores 20-6.

Yesterday afternoon 1913 inflicted a decisive defeat on the 1917 Football Team thus retrying for their defeat
October 9. Whiting, Morse and Scully made touchdowns for 1913. The Juniors made long gains through both right and left tackles repeatedly,
ripping through the weak Freshman line with ease. Farsaw starred for 1917 at quarterback. Four sixteen-minute periods were played.

The lineup-

1917
Howlett, I.e., I.e., Harrington, Strout
Proctor, lt., I.t., Welcome
Basso, Jg., I.g., Johnson
Rooney, v., I.v., Tuttle, Bell
Murphy, r.h., I.h., Wood
Scullion, g., I.g., Farnsworth
O'Brien, I.h., I.h., Thomson
Morse, r.b., I.b., Farnelli
Whiting, I.t., I.t., Guild
1915, 3 touchdowns, 2 goals, total
20, 6 minutes periods. McDevitt, ref.
eree.

PROF. PALMER LECTURES

Begins Series Of Lowell Institute Talks.

Professor George H. Palmer of Harvard delivered the first of the series of lectures this year of the Lowell Institute in Huntington Hall.

"Some Types of English Poetry" was his general subject. At this lecture he dealt mainly with the nature and importance of poetry. The relation of fact to poetry, he said, is unim-
portant as affecting the enjoyment that one gets in reading it. Poetry is the result of the desire of the poet to impart to us the feeling that he himself has felt.
The office of the poet is to pick out of the same total of experience some small part and at the same time to see that he does not leave some little bit that is as fragmentary as when he finds it. The poet must also get
away from conventionalism; his lan-
guage must be personal; his style
must be his own. Professor Palmer's last and most
important point was that in a really
great poem, the mere succession of
small parts and at the same time to
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